OFFICE OF STATE UNIFORM PAYROLL MEMORANDUM #2018-52

TO: LaGov HCM Agency Human Resources and Employee Administration Staff

FROM: Andrea P. Hubbard
Director

SUBJECT: New Vendors/Products Approved for July 2018

The following is a listing of approved new products/policies for payroll deduction beginning with the first pay period in July 2018:

1. **Liberty National Life Insurance Company** is a new vendor and was approved for a new **Cancer - C/V** (LCANLS-2) policy to be implemented July 2018. The new Cancer – C/V policy is not eligible for flex.

2. **Washington National Insurance Company** was approved for a new **Critical Illness** (WNIC1068LA) policy and new **Intensive Care** (IS001/PP1ST-AA; IS001/PP1ST-AB; IS002/PP1ST-AA; IS002/PP1ST-AB; IS003/PP1ST-AA; IS003/PP1ST-AB; IT001/PP6ST-AA; IT001/PP6ST-AB; IT002/PP6ST-AA; IT002/PP6ST-AB; IT003/PP6ST-AA; IT003/PP6ST-AB) policies to be implemented July 2018. The new Critical Illness policy is not eligible for flex, but the new Intensive Care policies will be eligible for flex (pre-tax) January 2019.

Attached is an updated Vendor/Coordinator Listing (VC-02) reflecting the above changes.

If you have any questions, please contact a member of the OSUP Benefits and Financial Administration Unit at _DOA-OSUP-BFA@la.gov_ or (225):

- Shaneen Watson 342-5345
- Brandy Boyd 342-5354
- Kenya Warren 342-5357
- Shanna Batiste 342-5344
- Jodi Bullock 342-5377

APH:JAB/par

Attachment: VC-02, Vendor/Coordinator Listing (effective 07-01-18)